2014 UPDATED
YOLO COUNTY CODE
Title 8 LAND DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTER 2: ZONING REGULATIONS
Article 9: Specific Plan and Overlay Zones
Sec. 8-2.901 Purpose
The purpose of the Specific Plan and the Overlay zones is to implement the 2030 Yolo
Countywide General Plan policies by adopting additional zoning tools that enhance and
protect a range of land uses. The overlay zones described in this article establish
standards and regulations that apply to specified areas that are in addition to the
requirements established by the underlying base zone district. If a requirement of an
overlay zone should conflict with the underlying base zone, the overlay zone
requirements shall control.

Sec. 8-2.902 Specific Plan Zone
The Specific Plan is not an overlay zone, but is a base zone similar to agricultural,
residential, commercial, and industrial base zoning.
(a) Specific Plan (S-P) Zone
The purpose of the Specific Plan (S-P) zone is to identify lands that are planned for
future urban growth but which cannot be developed until detailed development
standards as outlined in a “specific plan” are adopted. The required contents of a
specific plan are defined under State law (Government Code 64540 et seq). In addition,
the 2030 Yolo Countywide General Plan includes policies that set parameters or
requirements for development in each specific plan area, including approximate acres of
planned uses and ranges of residential and commercial unit counts. These policies and
development parameters are cited in Table 8-2.905.
The areas identified for preparation of specific plans in the 2030 Countywide General
Plan include Dunnigan, Knights Landing, Elkhorn, Madison, and Covell/Pole Line Road
in north Davis (Table 8-2.902-1).
Table 8-2.902-1
Specific Plan (S-P) Areas
Specific Plan Area
Dunnigan
Knights Landing
Madison
Elkhorn
Covell/Pole Line Rd.
Total

Acreage
2,254
212
413
344
384
3,606

Source: 2030 Countywide General Plan, 2009
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The Specific Plan (S-P) zoning allows agricultural uses in the zoned area to continue
temporarily until such time as a specific plan has been adopted, or until the zoning or
land use designation is otherwise amended. Ultimate land uses must be consistent with
the adopted Specific Plan. Capital intensive agricultural uses are discouraged in lands
that are zoned S-P so as not to preclude later planned urban uses.
The S-P zone implements the Specific Plan (SP) land use designation in the 2030 Yolo
Countywide General Plan.

Sec. 8-2.903 Overlay Zones
Policy LU-1.1 and Table LU-4 in the 2030 Yolo Countywide General Plan establish and
define six overlay land use designations, which correspond to five new overlay zoning
districts listed below. The Mineral Resource Overlay defined in the General Plan is
implemented by the existing Sand and Gravel, and Sand and Gravel Reserve, zones. A
seventh overlay, the Airport Overlay (A-O), is not identified in the General Plan, but has
been added to protect properties around the County Airport. An eighth overlay zone
incorporates some of the existing Planned Development (PD) zones approved by the
County which have been retained for certain development projects.
Overlay zones are added to, or on top of, a base zone, augmenting the base zone
regulations with additional regulations related to the unique location or character of the
parcels that are subject to the overlay zoning. If there are any inconsistencies between
the overlay and the base zoning regulations, the overlay regulations prevail. When
referring to an overlay zone, the overlay name is added to the base zoning, following it
separated by a slash marking (“/”), e.g., A-N/A-O (except for the Planned Development
overlay zones, which are designated with the number of the original approved zone, e.g.,
PD-45).
The overlay zones, excluding the PD zones, are identified with their corresponding total
acreage in Table 8-2.903-1, below.
Table 8-2.903-1
Overlay Zone Areas
Overlay Zone
Specific Plan Overlays:
Dunnigan
Knights Landing
Madison
Elkhorn
Covell/Pole Line Road property
Natural Heritage
Agricultural District (Clarksburg)
Delta Protection
Sand and Gravel (Mineral Resource)
Tribal Trust
Airport
Source: 2030 Countywide General Plan, 2009
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Acreage
927
224
100
5
0
n/a
35,171
73,053
18,452
483
n/a

(a) Specific Plan Overlay (SP-O) Zone
The Specific Plan Overlay (SP-O) zone, as distinguished from the S-P base zone,
applies to existing and planned growth areas subject to a future specific plan, but which
retain the underlying base zone until a specific plan is adopted. The SP-O overlay is
applied to development areas that are adjacent to identified Specific Plan (S-P) zoned
lands. For example, the town of Dunnigan includes approximately 2,254 acres of largely
vacant agricultural land that is zoned S-P (with no underlying base zoning). Another 927
acres of adjacent developed land (not zoned S-P, but zoned SP-O) includes the existing
rural homes in the Hardwoods subdivision and in the “Old Town” area of Dunnigan,
which retain their residential base zone (RR-1 and R-L) and are zoned with the SP-O
overlay. In the SP-O overlay, land uses consistent with the existing base zoning are
allowed until a specific plan has been adopted, at which point the specific plan takes
precedence.
(b) Natural Heritage Overlay (NH-O) Zone
The Natural Heritage Overlay (NH-O) applies to focused conservation areas identified in
the Yolo Natural Heritage Program (the Yolo County Habitat Conservation/Natural
Communities Conservation Plan). Allowed land uses are limited to those consistent with
the adopted Yolo Natural Heritage Program and HCP/NCCP.
(c) Agricultural District Overlay (AD-O) Zone
The Agricultural District Overlay (AD-O) applies to designated agricultural districts. Land
uses consistent with the base designation and the district specifications are allowed. At
the current time only one agricultural district has been adopted in the Clarksburg area.
The zoning regulations for the Clarksburg Agricultural District are included in Section 82.401 in Article 4 of this chapter.
(d) Delta Protection Overlay (DP-O) Zone
The Delta Protection Overlay (DP-O) applies to the State designated “primary zone” of
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, as defined in the Delta Protection Act. Land uses
consistent with the base designation and the Delta Protection Commission’s Land Use
and Resource Management Plan are allowed.
(e) Sand and Gravel and Sand and Gravel Reserve Overlay (SG-O and SGR-O)
Zones
The Sand and Gravel and Sand and Gravel Reserve Overlays (SG-O and SGR-O) apply
to State designated mineral resource zones (MRZ-2) containing critical geological
deposits needed for economic use in the future, as well as applying to existing mining
operations.
(f) Tribal Trust Overlay (TT-O) Zone
The Tribal Trust Overlay (TT-O) applies to tribal trust lands held by the federal
government for recognized tribal governments.
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(g) Airport Overlay (A-O) Zone
The Airport Overlay (A-O) zone is applied to the properties within a 10,000 foot radius
around the Yolo County Airport and included within the identified “safety zones” of the
airport. The purpose of the overlay zone is to regulate uses and structural heights to
ensure aviation safety as required by the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for the
County Airport. The regulations specifically advise private property owners of the
restrictions related to vegetation and height of structures.
(h) Planned Development (PD) Overlay Zone
The purpose of the Planned Development (PD) overlay zone is to encourage a more
flexible and efficient use of land for larger urban development projects that include an
excellence in site design greater than that which could be achieved through the
application of established zoning standards. Use of a PD zone process requires the
rezoning of a parcel or parcels from the existing base zone to the base zone overlain
with a uniquely defined PD zone with its own number identification (such as PD-45). A
PD zone must be generally consistent with its associated base, e.g., residential or
commercial. PD zoning is not intended for agricultural zones or uses.
Many of the Planned Development projects in Yolo County were approved decades ago
and have since been developed. These completed projects have been rezoned to their
appropriate base zones, based on developed densities and uses, and the PD
regulations have been rescinded, unless they are still relevant. The relevant PD zones
that have been retained in their individual PD zoning, including recently approved
subdivisions in Esparto that have not yet been constructed, are identified in Table 82.903-2, below.
Table 8-2.903-2
Planned Development Zone Areas
Planned Development No. /Name

Associated
Zone

Location

PD-9 Hilltop Estates
PD-25 Binning Farms
PD-42 Country West I
PD-45 Wild Wings
PD-47 North Davis Meadows II
PD-48 Country West II
PD-49 Parker Place
PD-49 Snow Subdivision
PD-53 Esperanza Estates
PD-56 Dunnigan Truck and Travel Center
PD-57 Lopez Subdivision/Ryland
PD-58 White/Castle Subdivision
PD-59 Orciuoli/Castle Subdivision
PD-60 E. Parker Subdivision/Emerald
PD-61 Story Subdivision/Emerald
PD-62 Capay Cottages Subdivision
PD-64 Jensen Parcel Map
PD-65 Willowbank
PD-66 El Macero
PD-67 Patwin Road

A-N/RR-5
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
C-H
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
R-L
I-L
R-L
R-L
RR-1

Monument Hills
North Davis
Esparto
Wild Wings
North Davis
Esparto
Esparto
Knights Landing
Esparto
Dunnigan
Esparto
Knights Landing
Esparto
Esparto
Esparto
Esparto
Clarksburg
Davis
Davis
Davis
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(i) Special Building Overlay (B) Zone
The "B" overlay is a Special Building overlay zone that is applied to areas zoned for
development where the lack of public facilities and utilities indicates a need for new
building sites of larger acreage than otherwise permitted in the zone. The County
Environmental Health Division is responsible for setting these minimum parcel size
restrictions in compliance with State laws that set standards for on-site sewage disposal
and private water wells. The B overlay zone sets a minimum parcel size of two acres for
newly created parcels zoned for development that do not have access to public water
and public wastewater treatment services. The two-acre minimum parcel size to build a
house does not apply to existing lots, only newly created lots. There are numerous
areas within the unincorporated area where homes and businesses must rely on private
wells and private septic/leachfield systems. In these areas, such as Capay Valley, the
Hardwoods in Dunnigan, and Patwin Road in Davis, the Rural Residential (RR-1) or
Residential Low Density (R-L) zoning regulations include a B overlay zone that sets a
minimum parcel size of two acres for purposes of creating new lots and issuing building
permits for homes.

Sec. 8-2.904 Use Types Defined
In contrast to the other zone districts, a detailed Use Classification System has not been
employed to identify uses allowed in the S-P, PD, and the eight overlay zones. Instead,
allowed and permitted uses are defined based on the Use Types that have already been
established for base zones in the previous articles of this chapter.
Rather than repeat the individual examples of specific uses that are classified within the
various Use Types for agricultural, residential, commercial, industrial, and open space
uses, the following tables simply refer back to the broad Use Type categories and
applicable development standards identified in the previous articles of the zoning
ordinance.

Sec. 8-2.905 Table of Permit Requirements
The following Tables 8-2.905-1 and 8-2.905-2 lists the permit requirements for examples
of each Use Type in each zoning district. Examples of Use Types are defined as
“principal,” “ancillary,” or “accessory” uses which are allowed “by right” (with issuance of
only a building permit after zoning clearance), or are allowed through issuance of a nondiscretionary (no public hearing) Site Plan Review. Additional examples of Use Types
are defined as “conditional uses” that are permitted through the issuance of a
discretionary Minor or Major Use Permit, after a public hearing.
Note that the tables do not include permit requirements for the Tribal Trust Overlay (TTO) zone, since these lands are not subject to the zoning jurisdiction of Yolo County.
Additionally, as already noted above, the tables do not include the Agricultural District
Overlay (AD-O) zone, since the regulations for the one AD-O zone that has been
adopted for the Clarksburg area, are included in Section 8-2.401 in Article 4 of this
chapter. The tables also do not include permit requirements for the Special Building (B)
overlay zone, since that overlay zone only affects minimum parcel size, not permitted
uses.
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Table 8-2.905-1
Allowed Land Uses and Permit Requirements
for S-P, PD, SP-O, and NH-O Zones
A=

A = Allowed use,
subject to zoning
clearance*
SP SP = Site Plan Review
UP (m) = Minor Use Permit
UP (M) = Major Use Permit
N = Use Not Allowed

Land Use Permit Required
by Zone
(1)

S-P

(2)

SP-O(1)

PD

NH-O(3)

Specific Use
Requirements or
Performance Standards

USE TYPES
Agricultural Production
Agricultural production
Covered habitat, mitigation
projects

A
UP(m)/
UP(M)

A

A

A
UP(m)/
UP(M)

See Sec. 8-2.906(c)
See Sec. 8-2.306(a) and Title
10, Chap. 10

N

N

UP(m)

N

UP(m)

UP(m)

See Sec. 8-2.906(c)

N
N

N
N

N
N

UP(M)
UP(m)

See Sec. 8-2.306(c) thru (e)
See Sec. 8-2.306(f) thru (i)

A
N
N
N

A
UP(m)
UP(m)
UP(m)

A
UP(m)
UP(m)
UP(m)

Interim uses allowed

See Sec. 8-2.906(c).and Sec.
8-2.306(i) thru (m)

Agricultural Processing
Agricultural processing

Animal Facilities Uses
Feedlots, dairies, etc.
Kennels, stables, etc.

Agricultural Accessary Structures/Uses
Barns, storage sheds
Coolers, dehydrators, silos
Greenhouses, commercial
Reservoirs, ponds

A
UP(m)
UP(m)
UP(m)

See Sec. 8-2.906(c)

Agricultural Commercial and Rural Recreation
Large wineries, olive oil,
stables, special events, B&Bs
All other ag commercial uses
Game preserves and hunt
clubs, over 50 persons/day
All other rural recreation

N

N

N

UP(m)

UP(m)

N

UP(m)

UP(m)

UP(M)

N

UP(M)

UP(M)

N

N

N

UP(M)

Agricultural Industrial, Resource Extraction, and Utilities Uses
Solar, wind energy system
-----

See Sec. 8-2.906(c).and Sec.
8-2.306(o)

UP(M)

UP(M)

UP(M)

UP(M)

See Sec. 8-2.906(c) and
Article 11 for permit
requirements and standards

N

N

N

UP(m)

See Sec. 8-2.906(c)

Residential uses

--

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(d)

Home and Child Care Uses
Group/home care <6 beds and
child care <9 children
All other related care uses

A

A

A

A

See Sec. 8-2.506(f) and (g)

UP(m)

UP(m)

UP(m)

UP(m)

Wireless communications
All other ag industrial,
resource, utilities uses

Residential Uses
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See Sec. 8-2.906(d)

Table 8-2.905-1 (cont.)
Allowed Land Uses and Permit Requirements
for S-P, PD, SP-O, and NH-O Zones
A=

A = Allowed use,
subject to zoning
clearance*
SP SP = Site Plan Review
UP (m) = Minor Use Permit
UP (M) = Major Use Permit
N = Use Not Allowed

Land Use Permit Required
by Zone
(1)

(2)

SP-O

(1)

NH-O(3)

Specific Use
Requirements or
Performance Standards

S-P

PD

--

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(e)

--

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(e)

--

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(e)

USE TYPES
Commercial Uses
All commercial uses
Industrial Uses
All industrial uses
Public and Open Space Uses
Public and open space uses

* An “allowed use” does not require a zoning or land use permit, but is still subject to permit requirements
of other Yolo County divisions such as Building, Environmental Health, and Public Works.
Notes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

In the S-P and SP-O zones, permit requirements in this table are for interim uses allowed prior to
adoption of a Specific Plan, after which all proposed uses and permit requirements must be
consistent with the adopted plan. See Sec. 8-2.906(c).
Additional requirements for a rezoning to a PD zone are included in Sec. 8-2.906(a). For PD
zones, permit requirements in this table are for interim agricultural uses allowed prior to urban
development or completion of urban development. All proposed non-agricultural uses and permit
requirements must be consistent with the individual adopted PD regulations. See Sec. 8-2.906(c).
In the NH-O zones, prior to adoption of a Natural Heritage Plan, agricultural uses are allowed
according to the underlying base zone. After adoption of a Natural Heritage Plan, all proposed
uses and permit requirements must be consistent with the adopted plan.
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Table 8-2.905-2
Allowed Land Uses and Permit Requirements
for DP-O, SG-O and SGR-O, and A-O Overlay Zones
A=

A = Allowed use,
subject to zoning
clearance*
SP SP = Site Plan Review
UP (m) = Minor Use Permit
UP (M) = Major Use Permit
N = Use Not Allowed

Land Use Permit Required
by Zone

DP-O

SG-O
and
(2)
SGR-O

(1)

A-O(3)

Specific Use Requirements
or Performance Standards

USE TYPES
Agricultural Production
Agricultural production
Covered habitat, mitigation
projects

A

--

A

See Sec. 8-2.306(a) and Title 10,
Chap. 10

UP(m) or UP(M)

Agricultural Processing
Agricultural processing

A

A

--

See Table 8-2.304(a). Large,
regional-serving operations may
require a Site Plan Review or Use
Permit

--

--

--

See Table 8-2.304(b)

--

--

See Table 8-2.304(a)

---

See Table 8-2.304(c)
See Table 8-2.304(c)

Animal Facilities Uses
Animal facilities uses

Agricultural Accessary Structures/Uses
Accessory structures

--

Agricultural Commercial and Rural Recreation
Agricultural commercial uses
Rural recreation

---

---

Agricultural Industrial, Resource Extraction, and Utilities Uses
See Sec. 8-2.906(c) and Article
Solar, wind energy system
---11 for requirements and
standards
See Sec 8-2.906(g), 8-2.306(q),
and Title 10

Wireless communications

UP(M)

UP(M)

--

Surface mining

UP(M)

UP(M)

--

--

--

--

See Table 8-2.304(d)

All other ag industrial,
resource, utilities uses

Residential Uses
Residential uses

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(f)

Home and Child Care Uses
Group/home care <6 beds and
child care <9 children
All other related home uses

A

A

--

See Sec. 8-2.506(e) and (f)

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(f)
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Table 8-2.905-2 (cont.)
Allowed Land Uses and Permit Requirements
for DP-O, SG-O and SGR-O, and A-O Overlay Zones
A=

A = Allowed use,
subject to zoning
clearance*
SP SP = Site Plan Review
UP (m) = Minor Use Permit
UP (M) = Major Use Permit
N = Use Not Allowed

Land Use Permit Required
by Zone

DP-O

(1)

SG-O and
A-O
SGR -O (3)

Specific Use Requirements
or Performance Standards

(2)

USE TYPES
Commercial Uses
All commercial uses

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(f).

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(f).

--

--

--

See Sec. 8-2.906(f).

Industrial Uses
All industrial uses
Public and Open Space Uses
Public and open space uses

* An “allowed use” does not require a zoning or land use permit, but is still subject to permit
requirements of other Yolo County divisions such as Building, Environmental Health, and Public Works.
Notes:
(1) See Sec. 8-2.906(f). All uses must be consistent with the Land Use and Resource Management Plan
adopted by the Delta Protection Commission.
(2) See Sec. 8-2.906(g). All uses must be consistent with the Cache Creek Specific Plan and associated
policies and regulations. Also see Sec. 8-2.906(f) and Title 10.
(3) [To be inserted following review by the Airport Land Use Commission.]
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Sec. 8-2.906 Specific Use Requirements or Performance
Standards
The following specific use requirements may be applicable to some of the specific uses
or zones identified in the previous Tables 8-2.905-1 and 905-2, and shall be applied to
any issued building permits, Site Plan Review, or Use Permit for uses in the specific plan
and overlay zones.
(a) Planned Development (PD) overlay zone requirements
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The Planned Development overlay zone is to be applied to parcels for which detailed
written development plans have been submitted and are approved concurrent with the
rezoning to a specific PD. The minimum size for a proposed PD zone shall be three (3)
acres.
Principal uses permitted in a PD overlay zone shall be any uses or combination of uses
which are so arranged and/or designed as to result in an overall development which is
found to be in general conformity with the standards, regulations, intent, and purposes of
the General Plan and the associated zoning district, e.g., R-L or C-G.
All uses in an approved PD overlay zone shall conform to the height, lot, yard, and area
regulations normally required for such uses in the associated base zone district, except
where the total development will be improved by a deviation from such regulations. In any
event, each subsequent structure approved shall conform to the precise development
plan which is a part of the approved PD rezoning and associated regulations.
In addition to the general application requirements identified in Sec. 8-2.209 of this
chapter, the following materials shall be submitted when making an application for a
Planned Development overlay rezoning:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(5)

An ordinance that includes a detailed set of development standards which govern
development within the zone, including the requirement of the approval of
detailed Site Plans or Use Permits by the Director, the Zoning Administrator, or
the Planning Commission prior to the commencement of construction. Such
standards may regulate the density, placement, setbacks, height, advertising
signs, parking, and similar aspects of development within the zone. Such
ordinance may be submitted by the applicant or by the Director. All development
in the overlay zone shall be consistent with, and governed by, such standards,
once approved.
The proposed access, traffic and pedestrian ways, easements, and lot design;
The areas proposed to be dedicated or reserved for parks, parkways,
playgrounds, school sites, public or quasi-public buildings, and other such uses;
The areas proposed for commercial uses, off-street parking, multiple-family and
single family dwellings, and all other uses proposed to be established within the
zone;
The proposed locations of buildings on the land, including all dimensions
necessary to indicate the size of structures, setbacks, and yard areas;
The proposed landscaping, fencing, and screening; and
Detailed elevation drawings; construction, improvement, utility, and drainage
plans; and any other information the Director deems necessary to adequately
consider the proposed development.

When land has been rezoned to a PD overlay, it shall be designated on the official zoning
maps by an identifying serial number following the symbol “PD-.” Such identifying serial
numbers shall refer to the precise plans and detailed written development standards or
regulations which apply to the numbered Planned Development zone.
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(b) Special Building (B) overlay zone requirements
The Special Building (“B”) overlay zone is applied to areas zoned for development that rely on
private wells and private septic/leachfield systems. In these areas, such as Capay Valley, the
Hardwoods in Dunnigan, and Patwin Road in Davis, the existing Rural Residential (RR-1) or
Residential Low Density (R-L) zoning regulations include a "B" overlay zone that sets a minimum
parcel size of two acres for purposes of creating new lots and issuing building permits for homes.
The two-acre minimum parcel size to build a house does not apply to existing lots, only newly
created lots. The two acre minimum parcel size for newly created rural lots is represented by a
“B87” overlay zone (the figure 87 refers to the two acre minimum parcel size measured in
thousands of square feet).

(c) Interim agricultural uses in the S-P, PD, SP-O, and NH-O zones
(1)

(2)

In the S-P, PD, SP-O, and NH-O zones a range of agricultural uses is allowed as interim
uses until a Specific Plan or Natural Heritage Plan is adopted, or until an existing PD
zone is developed with urban uses, provided that the interim agricultural use is consistent
with any underlying base zone. In the interim, capital intensive agricultural uses such as
processing facilities, animal facilities uses, large accessory structures, and agricultural
commercial, rural recreation, and agricultural industrial uses are discouraged in the S-P
and SP-O zones, and are prohibited in the PD zones.
Capital intensive agricultural uses such as processing facilities, animal facilities uses,
large accessory structures, and agricultural commercial, rural recreation, and agricultural
industrial uses may be permitted in the S-P, SP-O, and NH-O zones, prior to adoption of
a Specific Plan or Natural Heritage Plan, through the issuance of a Minor Use Permit,
provided that the interim agricultural use is consistent with any underlying base zone and
provided the Zoning Administrator can make the following findings based on evidence in
the record:
(i)

(ii)

Approval of the project will not significantly hinder the adoption of a future
Specific Plan or create an insurmountable obstacle to urban development of the
future planned land uses on the parcel or parcels; or
Approval of the project is consistent with the goals and policies of an adopted or
pending Natural Heritage Plan.

(d) Residential, group/home and child care uses in the PD and SP-O zones
(1)

(2)

In existing but not fully developed PD zones one rural residence is allowed per
undeveloped rural parcel as an interim use only, excluding undeveloped lots in an
approved but incomplete subdivision. All other proposed residential uses in a PD zone
must be consistent with the permit requirements, densities, and other applicable
development standards of the specific adopted PD ordinance for the project.
In vacant or underdeveloped SP-O zones one rural residence is allowed per undeveloped
rural parcel as an interim use only. Accessory structures and all other proposed
residential uses in a SP-O zone, including group/home or child care uses must be
consistent with the permit requirements, densities, and other applicable development
standards of the underlying base zone.

(e) Commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses in the S-P, PD, SP-O,
and NH-O zones
(1)

In the S-P and PD zones commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses are
prohibited as interim uses prior to the adoption of a Specific Plan or completion of a PD
project. All proposed commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses shall be
consistent with the adopted Specific Plan and/or PD zoning.
(2)
In the SP-O zones commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses are permitted
as interim uses provided that the interim use is consistent with any underlying base zone,
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(3)

and provided that the use is conditioned to be required to connect with, and financially
contribute to, planned public infrastructure improvements following adoption and
implementation of the Specific Plan.
In the NH-O zones commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses are permitted
provided that the use is consistent with the underlying base zone, and provided that the
project is consistent with the goals and policies of an adopted or pending Natural
Heritage Plan.

(f) Commercial, industrial, and public and open space uses in the DP-O, SGO/SGR-O, and A-O zones
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

In the DP-O zone, which is the State-designated “primary zone” of the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta, all proposed uses and permit requirements must be consistent with the
regulations for the underlying base zone district and with the policies of the Land Use and
Resource Management Plan adopted by the Delta Protection Commission.
In the SG-O and the SGR-O zones, which are the State-designated “mineral resource
area” (MRZ-2) along Cache Creek, all proposed uses and permit requirements must be
consistent with the regulations for the underlying base zone district and with Section 82.906(g), below.
Commercial mining is prohibited in, and adjoining, Putah Creek.
A-O zone [to be inserted following review by the Airport Land Use Commission.]

(g) All uses in the SG-O and SGR-O zones
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The Sand and Gravel Overlay zone (SG-O) is intended to be combined with the A-N and
A-X zones within the boundaries of the Cache Creek Off-Channel Mining Plan, as defined
by Chapter 4 of Title 10 of this Code, so as to indicate land areas in which surface mining
operations may be conducted.
The Sand and Gravel Reserve Overlay zone (SGR-O) is intended to be combined with
the A-N and A-X Zones located within the boundaries of the Off-Channel Mining Plan as
defined by Chapter 4 of Title 10 of this Code, so as to indicate land areas in which future
surface mining operations shall be considered after 2026. The SGR Overlay is an
indication to surrounding property owners and lead agencies of areas that are targeted by
the County for future extraction after 2026. No commercial surface mining operations
shall be conducted on lands classified with the SGR Zone. Commercial surface mining
operations shall only be permitted in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 4 of
Title 10 of this Code.
No use permit for commercial surface mining operations shall be issued for any land
which is not zoned A-N/SG-O or A-X/SG-O pursuant to this section. All mining permits for
lands zoned SG-O shall be issued in accordance with the requirements of Chapters 4
and 5 of Title 10 of this Code.
Land uses incompatible with commercial surface mining operations shall be discouraged
on properties adjoining land within the SGR-O zone. Potentially incompatible land uses
include high-density residential development, low-density residential development with
high unit value, public facilities, and intensive industrial and commercial uses. Future
plans and permit approvals for properties adjoining land within the SGR-O zone shall
assess the compatibility of the proposed use with surface mining operations and provide
mitigation to reduce potential areas of conflict, if appropriate.

(h) Development near the toe of any levee
Development near the toe of any levee is restricted, see Section 8-2.306(ad).
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(i) Approval of discretionary projects and permits within the floodplain
Approvals of all discretionary projects and permits within the 100-year and 200-year floodplain
must meet FEMA, State and local flood requirements. Appropriate findings for discretionary
projects, or ministerial residential projects, located within the floodplain are required, see Section
8-2.306(ae).

Sec. 8-2.907 Definitions
See definitions of Use Types and specific examples of uses in Articles 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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